Make history & the arts come ALIVE!

History by Design is a year-long after-school club where students in grades 6-8 conduct research on a topic of their choosing and create an exhibit. The club meets weekly and is co-led by a pair of teachers—at least one of whom must be a social studies teacher.

TEACHER PARTICIPANTS OF THIS PROGRAM WILL:

• Create and facilitate an after-school student Curator Crew focused on the arts, history, and social studies.
• Attend four professional learning sessions at cultural institutions.
• Take their student Curator Crew on three to four fieldtrips to cultural institutions.
• Support their Curator Crew in creating an exhibit to present at the Culminating Exhibition.

APPLY NOW for the History by Design program and be the first to start an after-school Curator Crew at your school!

Visit https://tinyurl.com/HBDsite for more information and https://tinyurl.com/HBDapp to apply.